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THE WEAKLY COMPACT REFLECTION PRINCIPLE NEED
NOT IMPLY A HIGH ORDER OF WEAK COMPACTNESS
BRENT CODY AND HIROSHI SAKAI
Abstract. The weakly compact reflection principle Reflwcpκq states that κ is
a weakly compact cardinal and every weakly compact subset of κ has a weakly
compact proper initial segment. The weakly compact reflection principle at
κ implies that κ is an ω-weakly compact cardinal. In this article we show
that the weakly compact reflection principle does not imply that κ is pω ` 1q-
weakly compact. Moreover, we show that if the weakly compact reflection
principle holds at κ then there is a forcing extension preserving this in which κ
is the least ω-weakly compact cardinal. Along the way we generalize the well-
known result which states that if κ is a regular cardinal then in any forcing
extension by κ-c.c. forcing the nonstationary ideal equals the ideal generated
by the ground model nonstationary ideal; our generalization states that if κ is
a weakly compact cardinal then after forcing with a ‘typical’ Easton-support
iteration of length κ the weakly compact ideal equals the ideal generated by
the ground model weakly compact ideal.
1. Introduction
For a regular cardinal κ, the stationary reflection principle Reflpκq states that
every stationary subset of κ has a stationary proper initial segment. If we modify
the statement of Reflpκq to reference ideals other than the nonstationary ideals on
cardinals γ ď κ we obtain new reflection principles. The Π1n-reflection principle
Reflnpκq, independently defined by the authors of this paper, states that κ is a Π
1
n-
indescribable cardinal and every Π1n-indescribable subset of κ has a Π
1
n-indescribable
proper initial segment. These reflection principles Reflnpκq can be seen to generalize
a certain type of stationary reflection principle as follows. Since a set S Ď γ is Π10-
indescribable if and only if γ is inaccessible and S is stationary [Hel06], it follows
that Refl0pκq holds if and only if κ is inaccessible and for every stationary S Ď κ
there is an inaccessible γ ă κ such that SXγ is stationary in γ. Thus, Reflnpκq is a
generalization of a natural stationary reflection principle. Since a set S Ď γ being
Π1n-indescribable is expressible by a Π
1
n`1-sentence over pVγ , P, Sq, it follows that if
κ is a Π1n`1-indescribable cardinal then Reflnpκq holds.
The second author defined the Π1n-reflection principles in order to generalize
Jensen’s characterization of weak compactness in L. Recall that Jensen proved
[Jen72] that in L, a cardinal κ is weakly compact if and only if the stationary
reflection principle holds at κ. In [BMS15], the second author and Bagaria-Magidor,
showed that Jensen’s characterization of weak compactness in L can be generalized:
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in L a cardinal κ is Π1n`1-indescribable if and only if the Π
1
n-reflection principle holds
at κ.1
It follows from Jensen’s characterization of weak compactness in L mentioned
above, that a cardinal κ being greatly Mahlo need not imply that the stationary
reflection principle Reflpκq holds; indeed in L, the stationary reflection principle
Reflpκq fails if κ is the least greatly Mahlo cardinal. Using standard methods
one can prove this consistency result using a forcing which adds a non-reflection
stationary set: if κ is greatly Mahlo then there is a forcing extension in which Reflpκq
fails and κ remains greatly Mahlo.2 The notions of great Mahloness and order of a
stationary set can be generalized to yield notions of great Π1n-indescribability and
orders of Π1n-indescribable sets. See Definition 5 and the surrounding discussion
for a review of the relevant material on orders of Π11-indescribability; for more on
orders of Π1n-indescribability consult [Cod] and [Hel06]. The theorem of Bagaria-
Magidor-Sakai mentioned above shows that the fact that Reflpκq does not hold at
the least greatly Mahlo cardinal can be generalized to Π1n-indescribability: in L,
the Π1n-reflection principle Reflnpκq fails if κ is the least greatly Π
1
n-indescribable
cardinal. Thus κ being greatly Π1n-indescribable need not imply the Π
1
n-reflection
principle. The first author showed that in the case where n “ 1, the forcing that
adds a non-reflection stationary set can be generalized to show that if κ is ξ-Π11-
indescribable where ξ ă κ` is some fixed ordinal then there is a forcing which adds
a non-reflecting Π11-indescribable subset of κ,
3 thus killing Refl1pκq, and preserves
the ξ-Π11-indescribability of κ.
4
Mekler and Shelah also observed that Refl0pκq implies that κ is ω-Mahlo and
proved [MS89] that Reflpκq need not imply that κ is pω ` 1q-Mahlo5 by showing
that if Reflpκq holds then there is a forcing extension in which Reflpκq holds at the
least ω-Mahlo cardinal. The first author observed that the Π1n-reflection principle
Reflnpκq implies that κ is ω-Π
1
n-indescribable and asked [Cod]: can the Π
1
n-reflection
principle hold at the least ω-Π1n-indecribable? In this article we answer this question
affirmatively in the case where n “ 1. We refer to Refl1pκq as the weakly compact
reflection principle and write Reflwcpκq instead of Refl1pκq.
6
Theorem 1. Suppose the weakly compact reflection principle Reflwcpκq holds. Then
there is a forcing extension in which Reflwcpκq holds and κ is the least ω-weakly
compact cardinal.
1The second author proved that in L, a cardinal κ is Π1
n`1
-indescribable if and only if the
Π1
n
-reflection principle holds. Independently, Bagaria-Magidor showed that in L, κ is a Π1
n`1
-
indescribable cardinal if and only if κ is what they call “n-stationary”; this is the version appearing
in [BMS15]. Thus, in L, a cardinal κ is Π1
n`1
-indescribable if and only if κ is n-stationary if and
only if the Π1
n
-reflection principle holds.
2The first author would like to thank James Cummings for pointing this out.
3A set S Ď κ is called a non-reflecting Π1
n
-indescribable subset of κ if S is a Π1
n
-indescribable
subset of κ and for every γ ă κ the set S X γ is not a Π1
n
-indescribable subset of γ. See [Cod] for
more on non-reflecting Π1
n
-indescribable sets.
4It is not known whether or not there is a forcing which adds a non-reflecting Π1
1
-indescribable
subset to κ while preserving the great Π1
1
-indescribability of κ. See Section 5.
5This also follows from a result of Magidor [Mag82] which states that Reflpℵω`1q is consistent
relative to a supercompact cardinal. We emphasize Mekler and Shelah’s proof because our proof
will be a generalization of theirs.
6It is not clear whether the methods in this article will provide an answer to this question for
n ą 1. For a more detailed discussion of this and other questions, see Section 5 below.
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To prove Theorem 1 we will define an Easton-support forcing iteration of length κ
which kills the ω-weak compactness of all cardinals less than κ, preserves Reflwcpκq
and thus preserves the ω-weak compactness of κ. Before summarizing our proof
of Theorem 1, let us first recall a few basic concepts. The ω-weak compactness of
a cardinal γ ď κ is witnessed by the fact that all sets in a particular ω-sequence
~S “ xSγn : n ă ωy are weakly compact, i.e. positive with respect to the weakly
compact ideal at γ (see Lemma 14). Sun proved [Sun93] that if γ is a weakly
compact cardinal then a set E Ď γ is weakly compact if and only if EXC ‰ H for
every 1-club C Ď γ; we review the definition of 1-club and relevant results below:
see Definition 3 and Lemma 6. Hellsten showed that the weak compactness of a set
S Ď γ, whose complement γzS also happens to be weakly compact, can be killed by
a forcing which shoots a 1-club through γzS and preserves the weak compactness
of γ; we provide a proof of this result, see Lemma 11, which differs slightly from
Hellsten’s argument in that it does not use the indescribability characterization
of weak compactness. We could easily define a forcing iteration that kills all ω-
weakly compact cardinals γ ă κ, simply by shooting a 1-club through γzSγn for
some fixed n ă ω and for all weakly compact γ ă κ. However, this would kill all
pn` 1q-weakly compact cardinals below κ and thus would not preserve the ω-weak
compactness of κ. Our iteration will use a lottery sum at stage γ to generically
select what degrees of weak compactness to kill at that stage. For technical reasons
explained below in Remark 3, to kill the ω-weak compactness of some γ ă κ our
iteration will kill the weak compactness of all sets in some final segment ~S æ rm,ωq
of ~S by shooting 1-clubs through γzSγn for all n P rm,ωq; this is a key difference
between our forcing and the forcing used by Mekler and Shelah (see [MS89, Theorem
9]). The preservation of Reflwcpκq will be proved by lifting elementary embeddings
witnessing the weak compactness of various sets and then applying the following
lemma, which is due to Gitik and Shelah [GS99, Lemma 1.13], and was employed
by Mekler and Shelah [MS89, Lemma 6].
Lemma 2 (Gitik-Shelah, [GS99]). Suppose λ is a regular cardinal and Q is a notion
of forcing which is λ-c.c. Suppose I is a normal λ-complete ideal on λ, S P I` and
~q “ xqα : α P Sy is a sequence of conditions. Then there is a set in the dual filter
C P I˚ so that for all α P C X S,
qα , “tβ P S : qβ P 9Gu is positive with respect to the ideal generated by I”.
When applying Lemma 2 to our iteration, we will need to know that after forcing
with our iteration, the ideal generated by the ground model weakly compact ideal
is equal to the weakly compact ideal of the extension. In Section 3 below, we
generalize the standard fact that after κ-c.c. forcing the nonstationary ideal on κ
equals the ideal generated by the ground model nonstationary ideal on κ by proving
the following theorem which states that if κ is a weakly compact cardinal and Pκ
is a ‘typical’ Easton-support iteration of length κ then after forcing with Pκ, the
weakly compact ideal of the extension equals the ideal generated by the ground
model weakly compact ideal.
Theorem 3. Suppose κ is weakly compact cardinal, assume that P “ xpPα, 9Qαq :
α ă κy Ď Vκ is an Easton-support forcing iteration such that for each α ă κ, ,Pα
“ 9Qα is α-strategically closed”. Let 9Π
1
1pκq be a Pκ-name for the weakly compact ideal
of the extension V Pκ and let Πˇ11pκq be a Pκ-check name for the weakly compact ideal
of the ground model. Then ,Pκ 9Π
1
1pκq “ Πˇ
1
1
pκq.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Weak compactness. For our purposes it will be advantageous to work with
the characterization of weak compactness stated in terms of elementary embeddings.
Let us review some standard facts about such characterizations.
Definition 1. We say that M is a κ-model if and only if
(1) κ PM ,
(2) |M | “ κ,
(3) M is transitive,
(4) Măκ X V ĎM and
(5) M |ù ZFC´.7
It is easy to see that if κ is a cardinal then the collection Hκ` of all sets whose
transitive closure has size at most κ is a model of ZFC´. Furthermore, if X P Hκ`
then, using an iterative Skolem closure argument, one can build an elementary
substructure M ă Hκ` such that κ,X PM , |M | “ κ, M
ăκ X V ĎM and κ ĎM .
Since κ Ď M it follows by elementarity that M is transitive, and thus M is a
κ-model. This establishes the following.
Lemma 4. Suppose κ is a cardinal and X P Hκ` . There is a κ-model M such that
X PM ă Hκ` .
Remark 1. Of course, if γ ă κ` we can code a sequence ~X “ xXα : α ă γy of
elements ofHκ` into a single subset of κ, and thus build a κ-modelM with Xα PM
for all α ă γ.
We take the following to be the definition of weakly compact cardinal and weakly
compact set, as these are the characterizations which seem to have the most utility
when working with Easton-support forcing iterations.
Definition 2. Suppose κăκ “ κ.
(1) We say that κ is a weakly compact cardinal if for every A Ď κ there is a
κ-model M with A PM and there is an elementary embedding j :M Ñ N
with critical point κ where N is a κ-model.
(2) We say that S Ď κ is a weakly compact subset of κ if and only if for every
A Ď κ there is a κ-model M with A,S P M and there is an elementary
embedding j :M Ñ N with critical point κ such that κ P jpSq where N is
a κ-model.
Notice that κ is a weakly compact cardinal if and only if it is a weakly compact
subset of itself. The following lemma, essentially due to Baumgartner [Bau77],
is well known. For details see one may consult [Hel03, Theorem 4.13], [Kan03,
Theorem 6.4] and [Cum10, Theorem 16.1].
Lemma 5. Suppose κăκ “ κ. The following are equivalent.
(1) S Ď κ is a weakly compact subset of κ.
(2) S is Π11-indescribable; in other words, for every A Ď κ and for every Π
1
1-
sentence ϕ if pVκ, P, Aq |ù ϕ then there is an α P S such that pVα, P, AXαq |ù
ϕ.
7Here ZFC´ denotes the axioms of ZFC without the powerset axiom and with the collection
axiom instead of the replacement axiom [GHJ16].
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2.2. The weakly compact ideal. Levy [Le´v71] showed that if κ is a weakly
compact cardinal then the set
Π11pκq “ tX Ď κ : X is not a weakly compact subset of κu
is a normal proper ideal on κ; we call Π11pκq the weakly compact ideal on κ. The
corresponding collection of positive sets and the dual filter will be written as
Π11pκq
` “ tS Ď κ : S is a weakly compact subset of κu and
Π11pκq
˚ “ tX Ď κ : κzX is not a weakly compact subset of κu,
respectively.
As shown by Sun [Sun93], the indescribability characterization given in Lemma
5 (2) allows us to give an additional characterization of weakly compact subsets of
a weakly compact cardinal which resembles the definition of stationarity.
Definition 3 (Sun, [Sun93]). Suppose κ is a regular cardinal and C Ď κ.
(1) C is 1-closed if and only if for every inaccessible γ ă κ if CXγ is stationary
in γ then γ P C.
(2) We say that C Ď κ is 1-club if and only if
(a) C is a stationary subset of κ and
(b) C is 1-closed.
Lemma 6 (Sun, [Sun93]). Suppose κ is a weakly compact cardinal. Then S Ď κ is
a weakly compact subset of κ if and only if S X C ‰ H for every 1-club C Ď κ.
Similarly, for n ă ω, one may define the n-club subsets of κ and prove that a set
S Ď κ is Π1n-indescribable if and only if S X C ‰ H for every n-club C Ď κ.
The forward direction of Lemma 6 follows by a standard reflection argument.
To prove the reverse direction one uses the characterization of weakly compact sets
given in Lemma 5 (2) above and the fact that if ϕ is a Π11-sentence and κ is a weakly
compact cardinal then tα ă κ : pVα, P, AX Vαq |ù ϕu is 1-club.
2.3. Preserving weak compactness through forcing. In the proof of our main
theorem we will use the following standard lemmas to argue that various instances
of weak compactness are preserved in forcing extensions. For further discussion of
these methods see [Cum10].
Lemma 7. Suppose j : M Ñ N is an elementary embedding with critical point κ
where M and N are κ-models and P P M is some forcing notion. Suppose G Ď P
is a filter generic over M and H Ď jpPq is a filter generic over N . Then j extends
to j :M rGs Ñ N rHs if and only if jrGs Ď H.
Lemma 8. Suppose that M is a κ-model in V , so in particular MăκXV ĎM , and
suppose P PM is κ-c.c. If G Ď P is generic over V , then M rGsăκXV rGs ĎM rGs.
Lemma 9. Suppose that M is a κ-model in V , so that in particular MăκXV ĎM ,
P P M is some forcing notion and there is a filter G P V which is generic for P
over M . Then M rGsăκ X V ĎM rGs.
Recall that for an ordinal α and poset P we may define a game GαpPq as follows.
Players I and II take turns choosing conditions which form a descending sequence
in P such that Player II must play first at limit stages and Player I makes the
first move of the game. Player I wins the game if at some stage β ă α there is
no condition below all previously played conditions and thus no way for play to
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continue. Otherwise Player II wins and the plays of the game form a decreasing
sequence in P of length α. We say that P is ăκ-strategically closed if and only
if for every α ă κ Player II has a winning strategy for GαpPq. The poset P is
κ-strategically closed if and only if Player II has a winning strategy in GκpPq.
Lemma 10. Suppose M is a κ-model in V , so in particular Măκ X V Ď M .
Furthermore, suppose P P M is a forcing notion with V |ù “P is κ-strategically
closed” and p P P. Then there is a filter G P V generic for P over M with p P G.
2.4. Shooting 1-clubs. Hellsten proved that if E Ď κ and κzE are both weakly
compact then there is a natural forcing HpEq which kills the weak compactness of
κzE by shooting a 1-club through E and preserves the weak compactness of κ as
well as every weakly compact subset of E. Before reviewing some of the details of
Hellsten’s forcing a few remarks are in order. Let us highlight a few ways in which
Hellsten’s forcing differs from typical club shooting forcing. Since Hellsten’s forcing
preserves the weak compactness of κ and adds a cofinal subset of κ one should
expect that HpEq is an Easton-support iteration of length κ ` 1. Additionally,
Hellsten’s forcing is distinguished from club shooting forcings by the fact that no
extra assumption must be made about the shape of the weakly compact set in order
for HpEq to preserve cardinals.
Theorem 11 (Hellsten, [Hel03]). Suppose E is a weakly compact subset of κ. There
is a forcing extension in which E contains a 1-club, all weakly compact subsets of
E remain weakly compact and thus κ remains a weakly compact cardinal.
Let us review some of the details of Hellsten’s forcing and the salient points of
the proof of Theorem 11 which will be relevant to our proof of Theorem 1. Let
X Ď κ be an unbounded subset of an inaccessible cardinal. We define a poset
T 1pXq “ tc Ď X : c is bounded and 1-closedu
ordered by end extension: c1 ď c2 iff c2 “ c1 æ suptα` 1 : α P c2u.
One can easily see that the poset T 1pXq is ăκ-strategically closed8 and thus
does not add bounded subsets to κ by observing that for any α ă κ, the set
Dα “ tc P T
1pXq : sup c ą α`u is an α`-closed dense subset of T 1pXq. Moreover,
Hellsten proved [Hel10, Lemma 3] that T 1pXq is κ-strategically closed.
Lemma 12 (Hellsten, [Hel10]). If κ is an inaccessible cardinal and X Ď κ is
unbounded then T 1pXq is κ-strategically closed.
The forcing HpEq which Hellsten used to prove Theorem 11 is an Easton-support
iteration xPα, 9Qβ : α ď κ` 1, β ď κy such that
(1) if β ď κ is Mahlo then 9Qβ is a Pβ-name for T
1pE X βqV
Pβ
and
(2) otherwise 9Qβ is a Pβ-name for trivial forcing.
Hellsten’s proof of Theorem 11 in [Hel03] uses both the elementary embedding
characterization and the Π11-indescribability characterization of weak compactness.
Here we give a proof of Theorem 11 which only uses the elementary embedding
characterization of weak compactness as it will be relevant later in our proof of
Theorem 1.
8See Section 2.3 for our conventions on strategic closure terminology.
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Proof of Theorem 11. Let Gκ`1 – Gκ ˚Hκ be generic for HpEq – Pκ ˚ 9T
1pEq over
V . Working in V rGκ`1s, let Cpκq “
Ť
Hκ. In V rGκs, conditions in T
1pEq are
bounded 1-closed subsets of E and thus it follows trivially that in V rGκ`1s the set
Cpκq is a 1-closed subset of E.
We will show simultaneously that in V rGκ`1s, the set Cpκq is stationary in κ and
that every weakly compact subset of E remains weakly compact. Suppose 9C P Hκ`
is a Pκ`1-name for a club subset of κ and S Ď E is a weakly compact subset of
κ in V . Working in V rGκ`1s, suppose A Ď κ and let 9A P Hκ` be a Pκ`1-name
such that 9AGκ`1 “ A. Let M be a κ-model with 9A, 9C, 9Cpκq, S, E P M and let
j : M Ñ N be an elementary embedding with critical point κ such that κ P jpSq
where N is also a κ-model. By elementarity, in N , jpxPα, 9Qβ : α ď κ` 1, β ď κyq
is an Easton support iteration of length jpκ` 1q which we denote by xP1α,
9Q1β : α ď
jpκ` 1q, β ď jpκqy. Since Năκ X V Ď N it follows that P1κ`1 “ Pκ`1. By Lemma
8, N rGκs
ăκ X V rGκs Ď N rGκs and since T
1pEq is κ-strategically closed in V rGκs,
it follows that N rGκ ˚Hκs
ăκXV rGκ ˚Hκs Ď N rGκ ˚Hκs. Thus by Lemma 10, we
may build a generic filter K for P1
κ,jpκq over N rGκ ˚Hκs. Let Gˆjpκq “ Gκ ˚Hκ ˚K.
Since conditions in Pκ have support bounded below the critical point of j we have
jrGκs Ď Gˆjpκq and thus by Lemma 7, j extends to j :M rGκs Ñ N rGˆjpκqs.
Since κ P jpSq Ď jpEq it follows that c “ Cpκq Y tκu is a condition in jpT 1pEqq.
Since jpT 1pEqq is κ-strategically closed in N rGˆjpκqs and since N rGˆjpκqs is a κ-model
in V rGκ`1s, we may apply Lemma 10 to find Hˆjpκq a generic filter for jpT
1pEqq
with c P Hˆjpκq and Hˆjpκq P V rGκ`1s. Since c is below every condition in jrHκs we
have jrHκs Ď Hˆjpκq and thus j extends to j :M rGκ˚Hκs Ñ N rGˆjpκq˚Hˆjpκqs. Since
κ P jpSq it follows that S is a weakly compact subset of κ in V rGκ`1s. Furthermore,
since c P Hˆjpκq, we have κ P jpCpκq X 9CGκ`1q and thus Cpκq X 9CGκ`1 ‰ H. Hence
Cpκq is a stationary subset of κ in V rGκ`1s. 
2.5. Lottery sums. The forcing we will use to prove Theorem 1 will be an Easton
support iteration of lottery sums. For the reader’s convenience let us review the
definition and some basic properties of the lottery sum construction.
Definition 4. For each α ă η suppose Rα “ pRα, 1α,ďαq is a poset with greatest
element 1α. As in [Ham00], we define the lottery sum
À
αăη Rα “
À
tRα : α ă ηu
to be the poset whose underlying set is
à
αăη
Rα :“ t1u Y
˜ğ
αăη
Rα
¸
“ t1u Y
˜ď
αăη
ptαu ˆ Rαq
¸
and which is ordered by letting 1 be the greatest (weakest) element and defining
pα, rq ď pβ, sq if and only if α “ β and r ďα s. Using terminology of Hamkins,
we say that a condition p in
À
αăη Rα opts for Rα if and only if p is of the form
p “ pα, rq for some α ă η and some r P Rα.
If G is generic for
À
αăη Rα then there is a unique α ă η such that pα, 1αq P G,
and for that α the set tr P Rα : pα, rq P Gu is generic for Rα over V . In this way,
by forcing with
À
αăη Rα we are generically selecting one of the posets Rα to force
with.
2.6. Orders of weak compactness. Suppose κ is a weakly compact cardinal.
Elements of the boolean algebra P pκq{Π11pκq are written as rXs1 where X P P pκq.
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We can define an operation Trwc : P pκq Ñ P pκq analogous to the Mahlo operation
by letting
TrwcpXq “ tγ ă κ : X X γ is a weakly compact subset of γu.
It is well known that if I is a normal ideal on κ then the diagonal intersection of
a family of ď κ-many subsets of κ is independent of the indexing used modulo I
[BTW77]. This, together with the fact that Trwc is a well-defined operation on
P pκq{Π11pκq [Hel06], allows one to calculate κ
` iterates of Trwc as an operation on
P pκq{Π11pκq. In summary we define
Tr0wcprXs1q “ rXs1,
Trξ`1wc prXs1q “ TrwcpTr
ξ
wcprXs1qq and
TrξwcprXs1q “ △tTr
η
wcprXs1q : η ă ξu if ξ ă κ
` is a limit.
Notice that at limits ξ ă κ we have TrξwcprXs1q “
Ş
ηăξ Tr
η
wcprXs1q.
Definition 5. Suppose κ is a weakly compact cardinal. We say that E Ď κ is ξ-
weakly compact where ξ ă κ` if and only if for every η ă ξ we have TrηwcprEs1q ‰
rHs1 “ Π
1
1pκq. Of course, κ is ξ-weakly compact if it is an ξ-weakly compact subset
of itself.
For more details on orders of weak compactness, and more generally orders of
indescribability, see [Cod] and [Hel06].
Lemma 13. The weakly compact reflection principle Reflwcpκq implies that κ is
ω-weakly compact.
Proof. Reflwcpκq implies that the collection Π
1
1pκq
` of weakly compact subsets of κ
is closed under the weakly compact trace operation Trwc. Thus Tr
n
wcprκs1q ‰ rHs1
for all n ă ω. 
In what follows we will use the following characterization of the ω-weak com-
pactness of a cardinal. If β is a cardinal we define
S
β
0
“ tα ă β : α is Mahlou.
For an ordinal ξ with 0 ă ξ ă β we define
S
β
ξ “ tα ă β : α is ξ-weakly compactu.
Lemma 14. κ is ω-weakly compact if and only if Sκn P Π
1
1pκq
` for every n ă ω.
Remark 2. Using Lemma 6 and Lemma 14, it follows that κ is ω-weakly compact
if and only if Sκn X C ‰ H for every 1-club C Ď κ.
3. The weakly compact ideal after forcing
Recall that if P is a κ-c.c. forcing notion then it follows that after forcing with
P the nonstationary ideal on κ equals the ideal generated by the ground model
nonstationary ideal
,P 9NSκ “ NˇSκ.
To see that ,P 9NSκ Ě NˇSκ just note that if 9X is forced to have a ground-model
cover Y P V X NSVκ , then any club C Ď κzY witnesses that
9X is forced to be
nonstationary in V P. Conversely, to see that ,P 9NSκ Ď NˇSκ, notice that every club
in the extension contains a ground-model club.
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We would like to generalize the previously mentioned result about κ-c.c. forcing
and the nonstationary ideal on κ to the weakly compact ideal. For what forcings
P do we have ,P 9Π
1
1pκq “ Πˇ
1
1
pκq? Kunen showed that in certain settings there is a
κ-c.c. P that can turn a ground model non weakly compact cardinal into a weakly
compact cardinal. However, if we assume κ is a weakly compact cardinal in the
ground model then non weakly compact subsets κ cannot become weakly compact
after κ-c.c. forcing.9
Lemma 15. Suppose κ is a weakly compact cardinal, P is κ-c.c. and G is generic
for P over V . Then Π11pκq
V Ď Π11pκq
V rGs.
Proof. Suppose X P Π11pκq
V , then there is a 1-club C in V such that C Ď κzX . It
will suffice to show that C remains 1-club in V rGs. Since P is κ-c.c. it follows that
C is stationary in V rGs. Now suppose that in V rGs the set C X µ is stationary
in µ for some inaccessible cardinal µ ă κ. Since V Ď V rGs we see that C X µ is
stationary in V and since C is 1-club in V , µ P C. Thus in V rGs there is a 1-club
disjoint from X and hence X P Π11pκq
V rGs. 
Let us now show that by the work of Hamkins [Ham03], if we assume that κ is
an inaccessible cardinal in the ground model and P is a forcing which admits a gap
below κ, in the sense that there is a δ ă κ such that P – Q˚ 9R where Q is δ-c.c. and
,Q “ 9R is δ-strategically closed”, then ground model non weakly compact subsets of
κ cannot become weakly compact after forcing with P. Let us recall two definitions
from [Ham03]. A pair of transitive classes M Ď N satisfies the δ-approximation
property if whenever A Ď M is a set in N and A X a P M for any a P M of size
less than δ in M , then A P M . The pair M Ď N satisfies the δ-cover property if
for every set A in N with A Ď M and |A|N ă δ, there is a set B PM with A Ď B
and |B|M ă δ. One can easily see that many Easton-support iterations P of length
greater than a Mahlo cardinal δ satisfy the δ-approximation and cover properties
by factoring the iteration as P – Q ˚ 9R where Q is δ-c.c. and 9Q is ăδ-strategically
closed.
Lemma 16 (Hamkins, [Ham03]). Suppose that κ is an inaccessible cardinal, S P
P pκqV and V Ď V satisfies the δ-approximation and cover properties for some
δ ă κ. If S is a weakly compact subset of κ in V then S is a weakly compact subset
of κ in V .
Proof. Suppose S P P pκqV is a weakly compact subset of κ in V . Fix A P P pκqV .
By [Ham03, Lemma 16], there is a transitive model M P V of some large fixed
finite fragment ZFC˚ of ZFC with |M |V “ κ such that κ,A, S P M , the model M
is closed under ăκ-sequences from V and M “ M X V P V is a transitive model
of the finite fragment ZFC˚ with |M |V “ κ. Since S is weakly compact in V , it
follows that there is an elementary embedding j : M Ñ N with critical point κ
where N
ăκ
XV Ď N and κ P jpSq. Since this embedding satisfies the hypotheses of
the main theorem from [Ham03], it follows that j æ M : M Ñ N is an elementary
embedding in V with critical point κ. Since A,S P M and κ P pj æ MqpSq we see
that S is a weakly compact subset of κ in V . 
9Thanks to Sean Cox and Monroe Eskew for pointing this out.
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The following theorem, which was stated in the introduction, is a generalization
to the weakly compact ideal of the fact that after κ-c.c. forcing the nonstation-
ary ideal of the extension equals the ideal generated by the ground model weakly
compact ideal.
Theorem 3. Suppose κ is weakly compact cardinal, assume that P “ xpPα, 9Qαq :
α ă κy Ď Vκ is an Easton-support forcing iteration such that for each α ă κ, ,Pα
“ 9Qα is α-strategically closed”. Let 9Π
1
1pκq be a Pκ-name for the weakly compact ideal
of the extension V Pκ and let Πˇ11pκq be a Pκ-check name for the weakly compact ideal
of the ground model. Then ,Pκ 9Π
1
1pκq “ Πˇ
1
1
pκq.
Proof. Since Pκ is κ-c.c., ,Pκ 9Π
1
1pκq Ě Πˇ
1
1
pκq follows from Lemma 15.
To show that ,Pκ 9Π
1
1pκq Ď Πˇ
1
1
pκq, we will show that if p ,Pκ 9X P 9Π
1
1pκq, then
there is B P Π11pκq
V with p ,Pκ 9X Ď B. Suppose p ,Pκ 9X P 9Π
1
1pκq. Since Pκ Ď Vκ
is κ-c.c. we may assume that 9X P Hκ` . By the fullness principle, take a Pκ-name
9A P Hκ` for a subset of κ such that
p ,Pκ“for every κ-model M with κ, 9A, 9X PM and for every (˚)
elementary embedding j : M Ñ N where N is a κ-model
we have κ R jp 9Xq”
Let B “ tα ă κ : Dq P Pκ pq ď pq ^ pq ,Pκ α P 9Xqu and notice that B P V and
p ,Pκ 9X Ď B. Thus, to complete the proof it will suffice to show that B P Π
1
1pκq
V .
Suppose B R Π11pκq
V . Using the weak compactness of B in V , letM be a κ-model
with κ,B, 9A,Pκ, 9X, p, . . . P M and let j : M Ñ N be an elementary embedding
with critical point κ such that κ P jpBq where N is a κ-model. Since κ P jpBq,
it follows by elementarity that there is a condition r P jpPκq with r ď jppq “ p
such that r ,jpPκq κ P jp
9Xq. Let G Ď Pκ be generic over V with r æ κ P G. By
Lemma 8, since Pκ is κ-c.c. the model N rGs is closed under ăκ-sequences in V rGs.
Furthermore, the poset jpPκq{G is κ-strategically closed in N rGs. Thus, by Lemma
10, working in V rGs we can build a filter H Ď jpPκq{G which is generic over N rGs
with r{G P H . Let Gˆ denote the filter for jpPκq obtained from G ˚H and notice
that r P Gˆ. Since conditions in Pκ have support bounded below the critical point
of j, it follows that jrGs Ď Gˆ. Thus the embedding extends to j : M rGs Ñ N rGˆs.
Since r P Gˆ and r ,jpPκq κ P jp
9Xq, we have κ P jp 9XGq. Notice that p P G; this
contradicts (˚) since M rGs and N rGˆs are κ-models and since A “ 9AG PM rGs. 
4. Forcing the weakly compact reflection principle to hold at the
least ω-weakly compact cardinal
Next we begin our proof of Theorem 1. Assuming the weakly compact reflec-
tion principle Reflwcpκq holds we will define an Easton-support forcing iteration of
length κ which kills every ω-weakly compact cardinal below κ, preserves the weakly
compact reflection principle Reflwcpκq and thus preserves the ω-weak compactness
of κ.
Proof of Theorem 1. First we define the forcing iteration. If β is a cardinal, recall
that we defined Sβ
0
“ tα ă β : α is a Mahlo cardinalu and for an ordinal 0 ă ξ ă β
we have defined
S
β
ξ “ tα ă β : α is ξ-weakly compactu.
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For each n ă ω we let T 1pβzSβnq be the poset whose conditions are bounded
1-closed subsets of βzSβn ordered by end extension. For each m ă ω we letś
nPrm,ωq T
1pβzSβnq be the product forcing whose conditions are functions f with
domain rm,ωq such that fpnq P T 1pβzSβnq for each n P rm,ωq, and whose the great-
est element is 1m : rm,ωq Ñ tHu. Notice that 1m is the greatest (weakest) element
of
ś
nPrm,ωq T
1pβzSβnq for all β. Next we define a forcing iteration of length κ which
will shoot 1-clubs through subsets of each weakly compact γ ă κ.
Let Pκ “ xPα, 9Qβ : α ď κ, β ă κy be the Easton support iteration of length κ
defined as follows.
(1) If β ă κ is Mahlo in V then 9Qβ is a Pβ-name such that
,Pβ
9Qβ “
à
măω
ź
nPrm,ωq
T 1pβz 9Sβnq,
where 9Sβn is a Pβ-name for the set of n-weakly compact cardinals less than
β as defined in V Pβ .
(2) Otherwise, 9Qβ is a Pβ-name for trivial forcing.
Remark 3. We first attempted to prove Theorem 1 using an Easton-support itera-
tion P¯κ “ xP¯α,
9¯Qα : α ď κ, β ă κy such that when β ă κ is Mahlo
9¯Qβ is a P¯β-name
such that ,P¯β “
9¯Qβ “
À
măω T
1pβzSβnq”, and otherwise
9¯Qβ is a P¯β-name for trivial
forcing. However, we could not prove Lemma 19 for this simpler iteration. It seems
that the use of the lottery sum of products is necessary in order for a certain master
condition to exist.
We will prove that Pκ witnesses Theorem 1. For this it suffices to prove the
following:
Lemma 17. In V Pκ there are no ω-weakly compact cardinals below κ.
Lemma 18. Reflwcpκq holds in V
Pκ .
Here note that the ω-weakly compactness of κ in V Pκ follows from Reflwcpκq.
First we prove Lemma 17.
Proof of Lemma 17. Suppose that Gκ Ď Pκ is a filter generic over V and that
γ ă κ. Working in V rGκs, we prove that γ is not ω-weakly compact. Note that if
γ is not Mahlo in V , then it is not Mahlo in V rGκs. So we assume that γ is Mahlo
in V .
Let Gγ :“ Gκ X Pγ and Hγ be a p 9QγqGγ -generic filter over V rGγs which is
naturally obtained from Gκ. Then Hγ “ tmu ˆ Iγ for some m ă ω, where Iγ is
a
ś
nPrm,ωq T
1pγzSγnq-generic filter over V rGγs. Let Jγ :“ tfpmq : f P Iγu and
C :“
Ť
Jγ .
Then C X pSγmq
V rGγ s “ H. But note that pSγnq
V rGκs “ pSγnq
V rGγ s for all n ă ω,
which can be easily proved by induction on n using the fact that V rGγs
ăγXV rGκs Ď
V rGγs. Thus C X pS
γ
mq
V rGκs “ H. So it suffices to prove that C is 1-club in γ
in V rGκs. It easily follows from the definition of T
1pγzSγmq that C is 1-closed in
γ. To see that C is stationary in γ in V rGκs, first notice that C is stationary in
γ in V rGγ ˚ Iγ s. This can be proved by a standard density argument. Then, since
V rGγ ˚ Iγ s
γXV rGκs Ď V rGγ ˚ Iγs, we have that C is stationary in γ in V rGκs. 
In order to prove Lemma 18 we will need the following.
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Lemma 19. Suppose that γ ă κ, p P Pγ and 9S is a Pγ-name for a subset of γ.
Suppose that
p ,Pγ “ 9S is a weakly compact subset of γ”.
Then there is r ď p with r P Pγ`1 such that
r ,Pγ`1 “ 9S is a weakly compact subset of γ”;
in other words, p does not force 9S to be a non-weakly compact subset of γ in V Pγ`1 .
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, assume that
p ,Pγ`1 “ 9S is not a weakly compact subset of γ”.
By the fullness principle there is a Pγ`1-name 9A P Hγ` for a subset of γ such that
p ,Pγ`1“for every γ-model M with γ, 9A, 9S PM and for every (˚)
elementary embedding j :M Ñ N where N is a γ-model
we have γ R jp 9Sq”
We will contradict p˚q by finding a filter Gγ`1 Ď Pγ`1 containing p such that in
V rGγ`1s there are γ-modelsM
˚, N˚ with γ, 9AGγ`1 , 9SGγ`1 PM
˚ and an elementary
embedding j :M˚ Ñ N˚ with critical point γ such that γ P jp 9SGγ`1q.
Let B “ tα ă κ : Dq P Pγ pq ď pq ^ pq ,Pγ α P 9Squ. Since p ,Pγ “ 9S Ď B”, it
follows that p ,Pγ “B is weakly compact”. By Lemma 16, B is a weakly compact
subset of γ in V . LetM be a γ-model with p,Pγ`1, 9S, 9A,B PM and let j :M Ñ N
be an elementary embedding with critical point γ such that γ P jpBq where N is a
γ-model.
By elementarity, jpxPα, 9Qβ : α ď γ`1, β ď γyq is an Easton support iteration of
length jpγq` 1, which we denote by xP1α,
9Q1α : α ď jpγq` 1, β ď jpγqy. Since N is a
γ-model we have Pγ`1 “ P
1
γ`1. Since γ P jpBq, from the definition of B we see that
there is a condition r1 ď jppq “ p in jpPγq “ P
1
jpγq such that r
1 ,N
jpPγq
γ P jp 9Sq. Here
note that γ is Mahlo in N . So, by extending r1 if necessary, we may assume that
r1 æ γ ,NPγ r
1pγq “ pm, 9fq for some m ă ω and some 9f P p
ś
nPrm,ωq T
1pγzSγnqq
V Pγ .
Define a condition r P Pγ ˚ 9Qγ by letting r “ r
1 æ γ Y tpγ, pm` 1, 9f æ rm` 1, ωqqu.
Then r opts for the product p
ś
nPrm`1,ωq T
1pγzSγnqq
V Pγ in the stage γ lottery sum.
Let Gγ`1 – Gγ˚Hγ be a filter for Pγ`1 “ Pγ˚ 9Qγ generic over V with r P Gγ˚Hγ .
Notice that p P Gγ`1 since r
1 æ γ ď p. Let A, S and f be the evaluations of 9A, 9S
and 9f by Gγ`1, respectively. Then A,S PM rGγ`1s. Notice also that M rGγ`1s is a
γ-model in V rGγ`1s by Lemma 8 and the fact that p 9QγqGγ is γ-strategically closed.
Thus, to contradict p˚q, it suffices to prove that in V rGγ`1s, j can be extended to
an elementary embedding j :M rGγ`1s Ñ N
˚ with γ P jpSq for some γ-model N˚.
N˚ will be an extension of N by P1
jpγq. We will work in V rGγ`1s below.
We have Hγ “ tm` 1uˆ Iγ where Iγ is a generic filter for
ś
nPrm`1,ωq T
1pγzSγnq
over V rGγs. We define a filter H
1
γ Ď Q
1
γ “ p
9Q1γqGγ generic over N rGγs as follows.
By Lemma 8, N rGγs
ăγXV rGγs Ď N rGγs and moreover V rGγs believes that N rGγs
is a γ-model. Since T 1pγzSγmq is γ-strategically closed in N rGγs it follows from
Lemma 10 that there is a filter Jγ P V rGγs which is generic for T
1pγzSγmq over
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N rGγs such that fpmq P Jγ . Thus H
1
γ :“ tmu ˆ Jγ ˆ Iγ is generic for Q
1
γ over
N rGγs and r
1pγq “ pm, fq P H 1γ . Let Gˆγ`1 :“ Gγ ˚H
1
γ .
Since Qγ is γ-strategically closed, we have N rGγs
ăγ X V rGγ`1s Ď N rGγs, and
since H 1γ P V rGγ`1s, Lemma 9 implies that N rGˆγ`1s
ăγ X V rGγ`1s Ď N rGˆγ`1s.
Since N rGˆγ`1s is a γ-model in V rGγ`1s and P
1
jpγq{Gˆγ`1 is γ-strategically closed in
N rGˆγ`1s we can build a filter K P V rGγ`1s which is generic for P
1
jpγq{Gˆγ`1 over
N rGˆγ`1s such that r
1{Gˆγ`1 P K. We let Gˆjpγq “ Gˆγ`1 ˚K. Since conditions in Pγ
have support bounded below the critical point of j we have jrGγs Ď Gˆjpγq and thus
j extends to j :M rGγs Ñ N rGˆjpγqs. By Lemma 9 we haveN rGˆjpγqs
ăγXV rGγ`1s Ď
N rGˆjpγqs.
Recall that Hγ is a filter for Qγ which is generic over V rGγs with rpγq “ pm `
1, f æ rm` 1, ωqq P Hγ and Hγ “ tm ` 1u ˆ Iγ where Iγ Ď
ś
nPrm`1,ωq T
1pγzSγnq.
For each n P rm` 1, ωq let Cγn “
Ť
hPIγ
hpnq and note that each Cγn is in N rGˆjpγqs.
Moreover, by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 17,
Ť
Jγ is a 1-club
subset of γ in N rGˆjpγqs which is disjoint from pS
γ
mq
NrGˆjpγqs. Then it follows that
γ is not pm ` 1q-weakly compact in N rGˆjpγqs. This implies that F “ xC
γ
n Y tγu :
n P rm ` 1, ωqy is a condition in jp
ś
nPrm`1,ωq T
1pγzSγnqq, and thus pm ` 1, F q is
a condition in Q1
jpγq “ p
9Q1
jpγqqGˆjpγq below every element of jrHγs. Since N rGˆjpγqs
is a γ-model in V rGγ`1s it follows from Lemma 10 that working in V rGγ`1s, we
can build a filter Hˆjpγq for Q
1
jpγq generic over N rGˆjpγqs with pm ` 1, F q P Hˆjpγq.
Let Gˆjpγq`1 :“ Gˆjpγq ˚ Hˆjpγq. Since jrHγs Ď Hˆjpγq we see that j extends to j :
M rGγ`1s Ñ N rGˆjpγq`1s. Since Hˆjpγq P V rGγ`1s it follows from Lemma 9 that
N rGˆjpγq`1s is a γ-model in V rGγ`1s. Since r
1 P Gˆjpγq we have γ P jpSq. This
contradicts p˚q. 
Proof of Lemma 18. First note that κ is weakly compact in V Pκ by Theorem 3.
Hence it suffices to prove that in V Pκ every weakly compact subset of κ has a
weakly compact proper initial segment.
Suppose p ,Pκ “ 9S is a weakly compact subset of κ”. We will show that the set
of conditions below p forcing that 9S has a weakly compact proper initial segment is
dense below p. Let p1 ď p be any extension of p. Let T be the set of all α ă κ such
that there is p2 ď p1 with p2 ,Pκ α P 9S. For each α P T fix a condition pα ď p
1
with pα ,Pκ α P 9S. Since p ,Pκ 9S Ď T , it follows that T is weakly compact in
V . Applying the fact that Reflwcpκq holds in V , let γ ă κ be such that T X γ is
a weakly compact subset of γ, and pα P Pγ for all α P T X γ. By Lemma 2 and
Theorem 3, there is α P T X γ such that
pα ,Pγ “tβ P T X γ : pβ P 9Gγu is a weakly compact subset of γ”.
where 9Gγ is the canonical name for a Pγ-generic filter. By Lemma 19, there is a
condition r P Pγ`1 with r ď pα such that
r ,Pγ`1 “tβ P T X γ : pβ P 9Gγu is a weakly compact subset of γ”.
Let us show that r ,Pκ “ 9S X γ is a weakly compact subset of γ”. Suppose G Ď Pκ
is any generic filter over V with r P G. Let Gγ :“ G X Pγ . Then tβ P T X γ :
pβ P Gγu is a weakly compact subset of γ in V rGγ`1s, and thus also in V rGs since
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V rGγs
γ X V rGs Ď V rGγs. But tβ P T X γ : pβ P Gγu Ď 9SG X γ. Hence 9SG X γ is a
weakly compact subset of γ in V rGs. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
5. Question
Let us summarize some open questions regarding the Π1n-reflection principles.
In this article we prove that the Π11-reflection principle can hold at the least ω-
Π11-indescribable cardinal, and thus the Π
1
1-reflection principle Reflwcpκq does not
imply that κ is pω ` 1q-Π11-indescribable.
Question 1. For n ą 1, can the Π1n-reflection principle hold at the least ω-Π
1
n-
indescribable cardinal? (For n “ 0 the answer is easily seen to be yes from Mekler
and Shelah [MS89].)
If ξ ă κ` is any fixed ordinal, the first author proved that if κ is ξ-Π11-indescribable
and the Π11-reflection principle Reflwcpκq holds, then there is a forcing extension in
which κ gains a non-reflecting Π11-indescribable set and κ remains ξ-Π
1
1-indescribable.
Can we add a non-reflecting weakly compact subset of κ while preserving the great
weak compactness of κ?
Question 2. For n ě 1, if κ is a greatly Π1n-indescribable cardinal and Reflnpκq
holds, is there a forcing extension in which κ gains a non-reflecting Π1n-indescribable
set and κ remains greatly Π1n-indescribable? (For n “ 0 the answer is easily seen
to be yes using standard methods.)
Mekler and Shelah proved [MS89] that the consistency strength of the stationary
reflection principle Reflpκq is strictly between the existence of a greatly Mahlo cardi-
nal and the existence of a Π11-indescribable, and is equiconsistent with the existence
of a reflection cardinal; a regular uncountable cardinal κ is a reflection cardinal if
there exists a proper normal κ-complete ideal I on κ such that X P I` implies
Tr0pXq P I
`. Can a similar result be established for the Π1n-reflection principles?
Bagaria and Mancilla determined the consistency strength of the existence of a
pn` 1q-stationary cardinal, a notion which is closely related to the Π1n´1-reflection
principle (see [BMS15] for a definition). Bagaria and Mancilla proved that the con-
sistency strength of the existence of a pn`1q-stationary cardinal is strictly between
the existence of a n-greatly-Mahlo cardinal and the existence of a Π1n-indescribable
cardinal (again see [BMS15] for definitions). A similar result may be achievable for
the Π1n-reflection principles.
Question 3. What is the consistency strength of the Π1n-reflection principle? (For
n “ 0 this is answered by Mekler and Shelah [MS89].)
A regular uncountable cardinal κ is an n-reflection cardinal if there exists a
proper normal κ-complete ideal I such that A P I` implies TrnpAq P I
`. Is the
Π1n-reflection principle Reflnpκq equiconsistent with the existence of an n-reflection
cardinal and strictly between the existence of a greatly Π1n-indescribable cardinal
and the existence of a Π1n`1-indescribable cardinal?
Question 4. What is the relationship between the n-stationarity of a cardinal κ
and the Π1n-reflection principle Reflnpκq? In L, the two notions are equivalent.
What about in other models?
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